
Coming 
of age
in her discussions with Rwandan  
women and girls, Katie Carlson 
discovered a culture that has long 
avoided conversations about sex, 
but is crying out for change.

i suppose I have always been a feminist, although I 
didn’t know the word when I was younger. 

I began studying gender in 2001 and it was truly an 
eye-opener for me. The world I lived in as a woman 
came alive in my newfound understanding and I  
suddenly had ways of seeing and talking about  
experiences and feelings in my life that I had never 
before had words to describe. 
In early 2012 I relocated from Canada to Rwanda, 

after conducting field research there and falling in love 
with the country. I am deeply fascinated by the social 
dynamics that perpetuate gender roles and barriers over 
time, and I began working independently with different 
communities to foster conversations at the grassroots 
level about these issues in Rwanda. 

I mostly worked with adolescent girls, alongside 
engaging men and boys. after a few years, I founded 
a social enterprise known as paper Crown Institute. 
My goal was to get communities talking about what  
gender roles mean for them, and how they impact  
different people’s lives. 

one of my main objectives was to work towards 
breaking down gender barriers by supporting  
adolescent girls to develop personally and profession-
ally. This also involved working directly with men and 
communities to help foster a more equal environment 
for girls in Rwanda.

Words Katie Carlson images Jean Marie Vianney Manishimwe
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kigali, rWaNda
students from the Uwicyeza Project,  
which supports gender education in 

secondary schools, with katie Carlson 
(third from left), the founder of  

Paper Crown institute.
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o veR TIMe, I came to observe social trends in attitudes around sex 
and coming of age. working with a range of folks from teenage girls 
to adult men and women, I saw a growing divide, but also persistent 

areas of overlap, between the generations, when it came to the topic of sex.
according to the women I spoke with, sex is a major taboo in Rwandan 

culture – the general mantra is “Don’t ask, don’t tell, don’t talk about it.” 
To dig a little deeper, I decided to bring together a focus group of 12  

Rwandan women between 18 and 38 years old, to seek out their insights and 
hear their perspectives on their own experiences around sex. 

all the women who participated in this discussion agreed that, typically, in 
Rwandan culture, it is “impossible” to discuss sex with your children or par-
ents. It was also deemed impossible to discuss dating or having a boyfriend. 

Marie*, a 19-year-old living with her family in Kigali, Rwanda’s capital 
city, had a boyfriend for four years, but never once brought him to meet her 
family. Marie said parents don’t want to meet your boyfriend unless he’s 
going to become your fiancé, and her similarly-aged mates agreed with her. 
even at 25, girls are often considered “too young” to have a boyfriend, and 
so parents assume they don’t have one, or look the other way. 

henriette, a mother herself, says this was the case with her own daughters, 
and had also been the case with her own parents, growing up in Rwanda.

i want her to stay a virgin until  
she is married, and if she does  

anything with a boy in the meantime,  
i don’t want to know about it

*Names have been changed, for privacy reasons.

S oMe oF The younger women I spoke to felt that they wanted the 
freedom to meet boys and have relationships with them, whether 
sexual or not, during their adolescent years. other girls in our dis-

cussion stated that they didn’t yet feel the desire to do this. 
violet, an 18-year-old Rwandan woman, said that due to culture, she 

doesn’t feel like she could or should focus on getting a boyfriend or having 
sex now, but rather she should “just focus on my studies”. 

violet shared that she did not see herself as being “allowed” to engage in 
such things, but that even if she felt interested in them, the culture of Rwanda 
actually limits girls to be educated sexually, and this is a disadvantage.

I had been aware of this taboo around sex for some time during my 
years working in the country, but I was curious to learn more about where 
these women thought it came from. why is there such a taboo around sex 
in Rwanda, particularly when it comes to educating girls about their bodies 
and development, as they become young women? 

when I posed this question to the group, I was told that girls are expected 
to remain virgins until after marriage, which is why they do not talk to their 
parents about relationships. parents avoid talking to their girls about sex 
and relationships for the very same reason. 

we began to unpack why virginity itself was so valued, and why it  
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contributes to avoidance of conversations around sex with young people. 
In Rwandan culture, like many other cultures around the world,  

virginity is associated with purity and goodness. This is in part  
perpetuated by religion – the women in our discussion group felt that 
Catholicism and other prominent forms of Christianity have influenced 
the value placed on virginity in Rwanda. 

Given that virginity is upheld as the ideal, sexuality itself is associ-
ated with shame and defilement. Unmarried women engaging in sex or  
expressing sexual desire or interest is seen as a sign of “low status”.

as one focus group participant emphasised, “we already know girls 
and boys are having sex – yet we look the other way for all these reasons.” 

S o, why Is the lack of discussion around sex a problem for young 
people? The issue, according to our focus group, is actually a lack of 
understanding around specific issues such as teen pregnancy, safe 

sex, and sTI transmission. 

Teen pregnancy is a significant issue in Rwanda, leading to girls dropping 
out of secondary school, which can further perpetuate cycles of poverty.  
There is social stigma around teen mothers in Rwanda, and some are  
alienated from their own families and communities. 

Henriette, a 38-year-old mother of three, confirmed that her own parents 
never discussed sex with her when she began to come of age, and so she 
did not fully understand how menstruation or pregnancy really worked. 

she said when she was younger she believed that once a woman had 
her first child, she would not physically be able to have any more children 
until after she was married. 

henriette became pregnant when she was 16, and after she grew to be 
an adult with more children of her own, she also did not speak to her own 
daughters about sex and pregnancy. her eldest daughter, now 16, recently 
had a child of her own.

of having a daughter, henriette said, “I want her to stay a virgin until 
she is married, and if she does anything with a boy in the meantime, I don’t 
want to know about it.”

During our discussions, henriette stated that if her own parents had 

kigali, rWaNda students celebrate at the launch of Paper Crown institute. 



talked to her about sex when she was growing up, she would probably have 
been a lot more comfortable educating her own daughter about it, and could 
have possibly prevented her daughter’s teen pregnancy. 

another factor to consider in this context is the availability of sex  
education information from other reliable sources, outside of parents. In 
places where the internet and other sources of information are difficult to 
access, sex education outside the family can be hard to find. 

Flora, another participant, shared with us the many myths around sex 
and teen pregnancy that get passed around in schools and among groups 
of friends, which keep girls misinformed. Two such myths are that if you 
drink Coke after having sex, you won’t be able to conceive, and if you eat 
tomatoes once you’re pregnant, you can induce an abortion.

D espITe The ChalleNGes around sex education and misinformation 
for young people, the younger generation is becoming more open 
about sex, and actively seeking out information when they can. 

This shift extends to the government of Rwanda, which is actively making  
information about sex a priority. 

sex education is now mandated in public secondary schools across the 

country, and will be rolled out in the coming year. The president of Rwanda, 
paul Kagame, openly and vocally advocates for family planning and sex 
education to be brought into discussions with young people across the  
country, to combat teenage pregnancy and encourage couples to have fewer 
children in the interest of long-term economic development for Rwanda.

a
ccording to the discussion group, a possible reason for this  
generational shift in mindset is that the older generation used to 
get married much younger – around 20 years old – compared with 

the current young generation, who are getting married in their mid-20s to 
mid-30s. 

During our discussion, Flora posed the question, “even if this idea of 
not talking about sex has been part of our culture in the past, should we 
change it? Is it good for us?” 

The participants in the room unanimously expressed that this was a 
critical issue in Rwandan society. 

henriette noted, “This culture perhaps made sense when girls were 
getting married much younger – 18 or 20 years old, back in the olden 
days – they got married young and could abstain until then. Now that 
they get married later on in life, it really doesn’t make sense to leave them  
uneducated about sex.” 

Flora further emphasised that sex education should be comprehensive,  
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overwhelmingly, the discussions  
i had with Rwandan women  

exposed the same sentiment, that  
knowledge is truly power



including information about menstruation, emergency contraception, 
understanding sexual consent and teenage pregnancy.

D espITe ThIs push from young people towards more open  
conversation about sex education, some community members are 
still resisting the change. 

“They want to preserve what is no longer there,” henriette said. “They 
are saving an old culture that doesn’t serve us anymore.”

she went on to argue that the older generation wants young people “to 
live as if they were in the 1970s, while we are in 2016”. 

parents also appear to feel that educating young people about sex might 
encourage them to start having sex before marriage. 

a recent local newspaper article revealed that many parents feel that 
they do not have the right information to share with their kids, and also  
fear embarrassment if their kids know more about sex than they do. 

some participants suggested having medical nurses teach sex education 
in schools could help a lot – it would mean less reliance on parents. 

Fatima, another participant, said that although her mother is a nurse, she 
never talked about sex with her daughter, even in a purely medical sense.

R waNDaNs, IT seeMs, are moving in the direction they want to be 
going: opening up conversations about sex to give girls and boys the 
information they need to protect themselves and live healthy lives. 

although there was some debate about the best ways to move forward, 
overwhelmingly the varying discussions I had with Rwandan women 
exposed the same sentiment – that knowledge is truly power. 

If girls are going to lead happy and healthy lives, in any country around 
the world, they must have access to all the information they need to make 
empowered decisions about their futures. 

Katie Carlson is founder and executive director of Paper Crown  
Institute, a non-profit social enterprise that works to engage communities 
and foster social and behavioural change to further gender equality and 
empowerment. She has been studying, writing about and working in  
gender for over 14 years.
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kigali, rWaNda Paper Crown institute supports adolescent girls in professional and personal development.


